
The Mts lunar wheel 
Fully Modular - Durable - Lightweight

View a video of our simulation
using 3D-printed parts here:  

Material Specifications: 
Our design will use two different materials:

1. A strong and highly durable material for the
central hub, that will serve as a more permanent

feature intended for incredibly rare replacement.  
2. A still durable, but more easily replaceable

material for the modular treads. These treads could
be made through a molding process, or simply

transported as pieces, ready to be easily replaced
when damage occurs. 

To achieve this, we have a few general ideas:
For 1, we are still trialing items like carbon fiber,

professional-grade thermoplastics, and advanced
composites. We hope to specify this more in the

future.
For 2, we currently are toying around with the idea 

 of aluminum treads, but are open to new ideas,
including certain advanced composites.  

In order to better show the way our wheel functions, we
relied on a real simulation test, using a modified scooter

with our custom-made wheels. Unfortunately, the 3D
print was not durable, as seen in the video. However, the
simulation was able to hold a load weight of 195 pounds
(per Luke's body), and the vast majority of the damage

came from the concrete ripping the wheel, not the
weight of the person, demonstrating the wheels

themselves to be quite strong design wise.  



Fully Modular - Durable - Lightweight
The Mts lunar wheel 

Honeycomb Center:
Our innovative, hexagon-
based design creates an
incredibly stable core for
the wheel, protecting the
proposed internal motor,

and providing flexible
suspension without

creating large, unstable
holes that other internal

suspensions rely on. 

Outer Treads:
Our modular tread system

(MTS), brings a unique
build to the ordinary

wheel, saving astronauts
time and money by

allowing each damaged
tread to be replaced

individually, rather than
the wheel as a whole. 

Paddles and Ridge:
The tread system itself uses a

central ridge and paddle-
based design to stabilize the

wheel and bring more traction
in dust-heavy areas. Inspired

by the sand dune paddle
wheels used on certain tires,
this is sure to be a beneficial

feature for moon travel. 

Modeling:
We have created a variety of models
that have culminated in our current

design. We began with large scoops,
due to a severe overestimation of
the amount of dust on the moon.

After correction, we severely shrunk
the paddles, leaving them for cases

of higher dust areas. 

Modeling Specs:
Our current model's sizes and weights

(though they will undoubtedly change) are as
follow:

Mass - 653 Grams
Diameter - 120mm

Pin Diameter - 6mm
Height - 45mm

The total cost to bring 2 wheels to the moon
would be approximately 3.45 million dollars. 
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